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Posted: 8/15/2019 3:54:48 PMQuestion: 27002: Section 530-4.2 requires all rubble rip rap and bedding stone be 
paid for by the ton, based upon truck weights, on certified scales. will 
truck ticket be acceptable or weigh station measurement be acceptable? 
Are contractors required to set up an onsite weigh station?

Status:Per Article 530-4.2 of the Standard Specifications, if the Contractor 
weighs trucks not in the presence of the Engineer, a certificates of 
weights will be required.

Answer:

Posted:

ANSWER PUBLISHED

8/16/2019 11:14:41 AM

Posted: 8/15/2019 4:25:52 PMQuestion: 27013: In some areas where the plans call to furnish and install riprap-
rubble, bank and shore, there is already some amount of the same 
material. The department will allow the contractor to re-use it, or the entire 
amount in these areas need to be haul and dispose out of the job limits. 
Please confirm.

Status:Rubbles that are found within area of proposed riprap and satisfy the 
specification requirements may re-used as approved by the Engineer.

Answer:

Posted:

ANSWER PUBLISHED

8/16/2019 3:25:50 PM

Posted: 8/16/2019 4:00:58 PMQuestion: 27041: Please confirm if the contractor can work simultaneously in 
multiple MOT phases.

Status:The Contractor may perform work simultaneously in multiple MOT 
phases provided that the number of travel lanes shown on the contract 
Traffic Control Plans is not reduced.

Answer:

Posted:

ANSWER PUBLISHED

8/19/2019 11:54:07 AM

Posted: 8/16/2019 4:03:22 PMQuestion: 27042: Please provide the lowest point elevation for the following cables: 
OE (FKE- 138KV & 25 KV), OFO Tel (AT&T), and OT (COMCAST) 
between sta. 635+00 to 653+00

District Address:

District Phone:

District 6 Construction Office, located at 1000 NW 111 Ave, Miami, FL 33172

(305) 640-7448



Status:The Contractor shall use low profile equipment capable of constructing 
under power lines.

Answer:

Posted:

ANSWER PUBLISHED

8/21/2019 1:45:01 PM

Posted: 8/16/2019 4:05:44 PMQuestion: 27043: It seems that in many locations where the plans call to F&I riprap-
rubble will be necessary to root pruning mangrove to place fill material 
then rubble-riprap as per typical sections. For example, an area between 
sta. 695+00 to 702+00 mangrove roots are all undercover and running 
horizontal within the construction limits. In this case, the contractor will be 
allowed to cut the roots following all requirements under Florida Statute, 
sections 403.9321-403.9333?

Status:Limited mangrove "trimming" that meets the definition in 403.9325 F.S. 
and qualifies for the statutory exemptions outlined in 403.9326 F.S. is 
allowed for access and constructability.  Fill and riprap over top of roots is
acceptable (e.g. Detail 10).  Pinning within the root zone which requires 
root pruning should be avoided.  In no case should any of the 
construction activities result in tree abuse, destruction, defoliation, or 
removal of living mangroves.  In general, the root zone is understood to 
extend approximately to the dripline, but site specific conditions may vary 
and can be taken into account on a case by case basis for the various 
construction areas.

Answer:

Posted:

ANSWER PUBLISHED

8/21/2019 1:43:10 PM


